The definition of an international student includes anyone who is enrolled at Princeton University who is not a U.S. Citizen or U.S. Permanent Resident. It also includes students with F-1 and J-1 status who are non-degree students as well as students who have completed their studies and are in a period of post-graduate employment called Optional Practical Training (F-1 visa) and Academic Training (J-1 visa) still under Princeton’s visa sponsorship.
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OPT – Optional Practical Training Employment related to major concentration after completion of studies still on Princeton University F-1 visa type.
VSRC – (Visiting Student Research Collaborator) A program for an advanced degree candidate from another institution who comes to work for a limited timeframe with a specific faculty member on a collaboration or mutual research project.
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2018-19 International Students by Academic Level

- DOCTORAL, 1,129 (47%)
- SOPHOMORE, 172 (7%)
- JUNIOR, 159 (7%)
- SENIOR, 155 (7%)
- FRESHMAN, 167 (7%)
- OPT, 338 (14%)
- MASTERS, 127 (5%)
- NON-DEGREE, 146 (6%)

2018-19 Total International Students by Visa Type

- F-1, 2,233 (93%)
- J-1, 110 (5%)
- Unknown, 41 (2%)
- Other, 9 (0%)
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2018-2019 ALL International Students  by Gender

- **MALE**: 1,503 (63%)
- **FEMALE**: 890 (37%)

2018-2019 International Undergrad Students by Gender

- **MALE**: 373 (57%)
- **FEMALE**: 280 (43%)

2018-19 International Graduate Students by Gender

- **MALE**: 806 (64%)
- **FEMALE**: 450 (36%)
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2018-2019 VSRC Students by Gender
(VSRC - Visiting Student Research Collaborator - Graduate Level Visiting Student from another university)

- MALE: 95 (65%)
- FEMALE: 51 (35%)

2018-2019 International OPT Students by Gender
(OPT - Optional Practical Training Employment after graduation)

- MALE: 229 (68%)
- FEMALE: 109 (32%)